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THE STRUCTURE OF THE FINDS 

OF THE ISLAMIC SILVER COINS 

IN THE TERRITORY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

JARMILA STEPKOVA, Praha 

The present state of evidence and research of the coin-finds, 

unearthed in the territory of Czechoslovakia! have already sup- 

plied quite a solid basis for several detailed studies dealing with 

the structure of different find-groups or concerning the horizon 

of finds of an individual coin-type.’ 

The assessment of such occurrence is especially important 

for those coin-types which do not fall into the local currency 

and further on for those find-types with specific international 

character, i.e. for the imported coinage and for those finds which 

prove the inter-area commercial relations and roads.* 

One of the find-groups of a definitive international character 

but of varying structural composition in different areas of North- 

East Europe is formed by the finds of the Islamic silver coins, 

eventually the so-called Hacksilber-finds, containing also silver 

of Islamic provenience.* For more than two centuries the scolars 

in archaeology as well as in numismatics especially scholars in 

the Baltic and Scandinavian countries have been researching 

those finds.° The abundance of Islamic silver coinage, forming 

a substantial part of all finds from VIII—XIth century in those 

countries, initiated there the interest in Islamic numismatics as 

an independent field of research. Therefore the first task of the 

systematics, typology and metrology of the Islamic coinage of 

the so called Kufic type found its cradle there. 
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At present any fundamental changes of conception can hard- 

ly be expected in the problems concerning the finds of dirhams, 

but the recently discovered finds or the research in to the finds 

unearthed in the past whose evaluation remained up to the 

present time — corroborate or challenge more or less the for- 

merly declared opinions.° 

The fundamental problem remains in establishing the prin- 

ciples of the occurrence of the individual find — types containing 

the Islamic silver coins,’ i.e. the establishment of Laws appearing 

in coin-finds. Further on the eventually determining of the eco- 

nomic function of the dirhams or their fragments turning up in 

separate domains by means of metrological and morphological 

analyses of the finds comprising dirham-fragments.® Last but not 

least there also remains to assess a quantitative proportion of 

the Islamic silver in the whole of the find-material of a certain 

domain and epoch® and the economical background of its exis- 

tence in those finds.’° 

The task of this study is to determine the structure of the 

finds comprising the Islamic silver coins or their fragments 

unearthed in the territory of Czechoslovakia.“ 

The total evidence of the coin-finds originating from Czech- 

oslovakia has shown that the Islamic silver coinage formed the 

marginal component of the finds from the denarii period only.” 

On the territory of Bohemia, the following finds containing dir- 

hams have been registered so far: {See map of finds on p. 000) 

iL, Lit@omeawiee” 

According to the report of Ed. Fiala “ some time before 1892 

a find of “Hacksilber” composed of Oriental coins and jewels 

was discovered in the surroundings of this town. Besides this 

report there is no further evidence of this find. 

2.Repov, district Mlad4 Boleslav’ 

The find unearthed according to A. Pecenka’® some time before 

1889 comprised some Arabian coins which were neither preserved 

nor described. 

3. Prague 2, Rieger’s Park (formerly the Canal Gardens)?’ 

Discovered in 1894, one of the most important international coin- 

finds in Bohemia from the eleventh century, containing about 
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3000 speciments, among them Czech denarii of Duke Oldfich 

(1012—1034 A. D.) and of Duke Bretislav (1034—1055 A. D.), one 

Moravian denarius of the latter Duke in addition to various 

foreign denarii, one fragment of a dirham and a certain amount 

of uncoined silver in fragments. 

This fragment of dirham, mentioned above, weighing 0,403 g 

represents the unique preserved specimen of the Islamic pro- 

venance of the whole amount of coins originating from the finds 

unearthed in Bohemia. It was determined by Ed. Fiala as a frag- 

ment of a ziyarid dirham;’® it is pierced and split towards the 

border, the major part of the inscriptions is illegible except for 

the marginal legends which unfortunately bring no evidence of 

date and mint-name. The one insignificant clue for determining 

this fragment is its outer appearance which reminds us of the 

Sam4anid dirhams issued in Buhara in 294 A. H.’° 

From the territory of Moravia there is one single find so far 

containing Islamic silver, not taking into consideration the find 

of the Sasanid drachm by Xusro II from the 47th year of his 

reign bearing the mint-signature RAM, unearthed in Uhersky 

Brod in 1952.7° 

4.Kelé, district of Vsetin?! 

This find unearthed in 19387” was concealed at the beginning of 

the eleventh century. Coins of the denarii type, fragments of de- 

narii, dirhams and of jewellery were wrapped up in linen and 

put in a clay vessel. The whole coins, numbering 225 specimens 

include Bohemian denarii from Boleslav I to Boleslav III. A pre- 

dominant part is composed of German denarii mostly of the 

denarii of the Otto-Adelheide type and further of Anglosaxon, 

Italian and French denarii including one Roman denarius by 

Traian and one byzantine milliaresion. The silver in fragments 

comprises the denarii fragments, jewels and dirham-fragments” 

numbering 876 pieces, thus the silver indisputably of the Islamic 

provenance. 

In addition to 785 dirham-fragments as have been described 

previously” it was possible to trace one more fragment (no. 876}, 

so far undetermined and not included therefore in the description 

of the find quoted above. Now we are able to present the follow- 

ing description of this specimen: 
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   Buwaihids: 

fragment of a dirham W 0,000 g {see Table I, No. 1) 

Reverse: 
Obverse: 

¥\ all % 

au S 
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he a inner margin: 
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Most probably an issue of Mu*izz ad-Dawla (320—356 A. H. / 

932—967 A. D.} of the type BMCO II, No 642, p. 202, bearing the 

names of “Imad ad-Dawla (320—338 A. H. / 932—949 A. D.) and 

of the ‘Abbasid Caliph al-Muti® (334—363 A. H. / 946—947 A. D.). 

Neither the date nor the mint-name have been preserved, never- 

theless this fragment can be dated at the beginning of the reign 

of Caliph al-Muti° and at the end of the reign of Buwaihid °Imad 

ad-Dawla, i.e. between the years 334 to 338 A. H. / 946—949 A. D. 

This newly determined dirham-fragment does not affect in 

any way either the dating of the Kelc find or the dating and the 

structure of the Islamic silver included there. It confirms the 

former evaluation of this find, where the following Islamic dy- 

nasties and rulers have been ascertained: 

“Abbasid Caliphs: 

al-Ma’min (198—218 A. H. / 813833 A. D.. 1 specimen”® 

al-Muktadir (295—320 A. H. / 908—932 A.D.) . 2 a 

areRadi (322929 A Ho / ose o4g A py. S22 28 
al-Muttaki (329333 A. H. / 940—944A.D.) .1 
al-Mustakfi (333—334 A. H. / 944—946 A. D.) . 

al-Muti® (334—363 A. H. / 946—974 A. D.) . » & 38 

Meta (sessdet A. 7 974—Sol Aw). At 31 ” 

Of these speciments bearing the names of the Abbasid Caliphs 

29 

there are four pieces which can be declared as genuine °Abbasid 

issues; besides one dirham-fragment of al-Ma’mtn dated 211 A. 

H.** there are two pieces struck in Madinat as-Salam** and one 

in Samarkand.*4 
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    A predominant part of the dirham-fragments is formed by 

the speciments of Samanid origin: 

Ahmad b. Isma‘il 

(295-0 Ay Ei/ 907-93) AS Das = + 6) Gpecimens. 

Nasr II. b. Ahmad 

(301-331. A; H3/ GiS 942 Di) ee - ue 

Nuh I. b. Nasr 

(33i-=343 A. Hi 7 942-_954-A. Ds) os 6 - af 

°“Abdalmalik I b. Nth 

(343==350 A. He 954-96 A. Wa) a os 38 

Mansur I b. Nth I 

(350=- 366 AV Hi / 96-976 Ay De) 3 sa - 32 

Nuh II b. Manstr 

(66-387) Ay Ee 20/6997, Ae Ds) 5 ou 

In addition to these 15 fragments which can be attributed 

| safely to the individual rulers of this dynasty there are a further 

12 dirham-fragments bearing the incomplete names of the Sama- 

nid rulers, namely of Manstr b. Nah (3 specimens),*! Nasr b. 

Ahmad (3 specimens)** and Nth (6 specimens).*? 

The third dynasty represented in the Kelé-find by 8 specimens 

are the Buwaihids: 

Rukn ad-Dawla 

(S20=300 A, is, / 932—978 AD.) . . . i specimen 

Mu‘izz ad-Dawla 

(320—356 A. H. / 932—967 A. D.) . : ee a 

Adud ad-Dawla 

($982 370 -& i /-9400b7 A) ee ree 
Muayyid ad-Dawla 

(366—373 A. H. / 976—997 A. D.) . : pel! a oe 

LONG Cgtrellinae Tau Nant COlle TINS Clyy NCS tay ares tee - eS 

The mint-names appearing on the dirham-fragments are re- 

presented herewith: 

Balh 1 specimen*® 
Hamadan . 1 specimen”? 

Isbahan 1 specimen”? 

Nisabur 3 1 specimen? 
Madinat as-Salam 2 specimens® 

Samankaid) 9 ee cle) SWecimensee 
    

  
   
 



  

    

Of these Samarkand issues there are 17 specimens which can be 

safely declared as fragments of the Samanid dynasty. 

Accordingly out of the total of 876 fragments containd in 

this find there are 

4 abbasid 

8 buwaihid 

and 44 saémanid fragments of dirhams. 

In the territory of Slovakia the following finds comprising 

Islamic dirhams have been registered so far: 

5. Dobr4, district T¥ebisov™ 

Seven graves, — among them four equestrian — were discovered 

in a sandpit in 1890.°° One of them contained 9 dirhams, evenly 

spaced along the vertebra-column from the chin to the pelvis. 

The majority of coins were four times pierced®’ and on one of 

them there were remnants of fibres. The coins were obviously 

sewn to the clothing and might have served as buttons.°® 

“Abbasids: 

1. al-Mu°tadid (279—289 A. H. / 892—902 A. D.) 

mint-town San‘a, the year undecipherable,”” 

Samanids: 

2. Ismail b. Anmad (279—295 A. H. / 892—907 A. D.) 

dirham, bearing the name of the Abbadasid Caliph al Mu‘°tadid, 

most probably struck in a3-SaS in 279 A. H.° 

3. dirham, bearing the name of the Abbasid Caliph al-Muktafi 

(289—295 A. H. / 902—908 A. D.)}, struck probably in a8-Sas® 

4. dirham, bearing the name of the Abbasid Caliph al-Muktafi; 

the date and the mint-name are entirely illegible™ 

5. the same as above.™ 

Ahmad b. Ism4a‘il (295—301 A. H. / 907—913 A. D.) 

6. dirham, bearing the name of the Abbasid Caliph al-Muktafi; 

dated most probably 295 A. H. mint-name illegible™ 

7. dirham with the name of the Abbasid Caliph al-Muktadir 

(295—320 A. H. / 908—932 A. D.); 

the date and mint-name illegible® 

8. a dirham, most probably struck in Samarkand, date illegible.® 

Nasr ll bs Abmed (s0i—330| Ac Hi. / Silg=942 A.D) 
9. dirham, bearing the name of the Abbasid Caliph al-Muktadir; 

date and mint-name illegible.°’ 
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6. Hlohovee, district Trnava® 

In 1868 an equestrian grave was unearthed not far from the river 

Vah® in which one silver coin, a dirham, was found in addition 

to some silver ornaments.’”? This dirham was determined by J. 

Karabacek” as follows: 

1. Samanids: Nasr II b. Ahmad (301—331 A. H. / 913—942 A. D.) 

struck in Samarkand in the year 306 A. H.” 

7. PrSa, district Luéenec” 

When exploaring and Old Magyar burial-ground, one silver coin 

was found in a woman’s grave.” This dirham twice pierced, was 

placed above the upper jaw bone: 

1. Samanids: Nasr II b. Ahmad (301—331 A. H. / 913—942 A. D.) 

bearing the name of the Abbasid Caliph al-Muktadir (295—320 

A. H. / 908—932 A. D.) the date und the mint-name illegible” 

(See Plate I, No. 2) 

8. Sila§&, district Komarno”® 

In 1899 several graves were unearthed in which in addition to 

some ornaments’® two dirhams were found: 

Samanids: 

1. Ismail b. Ahmad (279—295 A. H. / 892—907 A. D.)” 

2. Nasr II b. Ahmad (301—331 A. H. / 913—942 A. D.)°*° 

9. TvrdoSovce, district Nové Zamky* 

During the excavations in 1958 carried out by J. Balogh of the AU 

SAV® one dirham, twice pierced was found in skeleton grave 

No. 1, placed under the skull. It was determined as follows: 

1. Samanids: 

Nasr II b. Ahmad (301—331 A. H. / 913—942 A. D.)*® 

bearing the name of the Abbasid Caliph 

al-Muktadir (295—320 A. H. / 908—932 A. D.) 

date and mint-name illegible (See Plate I, No. 3) 

10. Vécs, district TrebiSov** 

Six graves were unearthed in 1897 during some agricultural work 

on a vineyard.® In one of these graves a barbarised dirham was 

discovered. It was an imitation of the sdmanid dirham struck in 

Samarkand by Nasr II b. Ahmad, bearing the name of the Abbasid 

Caliph al-Muktadir.*® 
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11. Vécs, district TrebiSov*’ 

Not long after the previously mentioned find was discovered, in 

this locality®® another grave containing another dirham was 

unearthed, similar to. the previously mentioned, not to mention 

other materials.*? 

This set of finds offers material of differing degrees of re- 

liability for our research. On one side, there are mere records of 

finds which do not supply any particulars of ther content 

(Finds Nos. 1 and 2). The next group is formed by finds in which 

only a partial description of the Islamic coins is preserved (Finds 

Nos. 10 and 11). Further on, there are those finds which were 

described, but the coins have been lost. There are in present at 

our disposal not very exact drawings, so that their assessment is 

not posible any more (Finds Nos. 5 and 6). 

At last, this set includes the finds of substantial importance 

for our research as the material has been preserved in some 

public collections (Finds Nos. 3, 4, 6, 7 and 9).” 

In spite of different historic value of the collected data it 

may be safely stated, that the dirham finds do not form a homo- 

genous find-group in our territory. 

The finds in Bohemia and Moravia have undoubtedly shown 

by their composition and their mode of concealment that they 

represent finds of pecuniary character which are bound with 

the commercial relations with the Baltic countries. The Islamic 

silver coins which are represented here in the form of fragments 

used obviously for paying in silver by weight, correspond entirely 

with the structure of dirham-finds from the period 960 to 1025, 

this being the period when the Islamic coinage became the de- 

cilining element of the silver finds in the North-Eastern Europe. 

At that time when according to the preserved material of 

our find-set from Bohemia and Moravia the Islamic coinage oc- 

cured for the first time in this territory, European coinage of the 

denarii typé began already to replace the Islamic coinage in 

those areas, where the dirhams had been substantial and often 

the only monetary component of coin-finds upto that time. 

The relative scarcity of finds containing the Islamic silver- 

coins in the territory of Bohemia and Moravia is undoubtedly suf- 

ficient evidence for the statement that the dirhams penetrated 

into our territory by the secundary ways, that is througt the com- 
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mercial relations of these lands with the neighbouring countries, 

namely those of the Baltic area where the Islamic coinage formed 

a substantial component of the coin-finds of the period mentioned 

above and even more so in the period prior to the year 960 A. D. 

Both finds, the composition of which is very well known, 

namely the finds from Praha and from Kelé in Moravia are typical 

international finds which were concealed during the first half of 

the eleventh century, and are characterised by the common 

feature that they are comprised solely of dirhams in fragments. 

Upto the present time not one single whole dirham has been 

found in Bohemia or Moravia. The composition of Islamic silver 

may be seen from Chart No. 1 where the dirham fragments of the 

Abbasid Caliphs form the oldest component. 

The leading part of this find-group represent the dirham- 

fragments of the Sa€manid dynasty which besides not very nu- 

merous dirham-fragments of the Buwaihids are the latest element 

of Islamic silver found here. 

An entirely different picture is offered by the finds from the 

territory of Slovakia. 

All the finds in question recorded so far present the grave- 

finds of whole dirhams and are incidental with the Magyar migra- 

tion into the Danube Basin. Individual burials have produced as 

a rule one single dirham pierced several times; the find of Dobra 

which yielded nine dirhams from one single grave forms an ex- 

ception. The composition of the Islamic silver coins from the 

Slovak territory is also surveyed on Chart No. 1, p. O00. 

As we may follow from this survey, the oldest Islamic coin 

of the finds in Slovakia is the dirham of the Abbasid Caliph al- 

Mu‘tadid, all the other investigated dirhams are issued by the 

Saméanids, the latest of which are the dirhams of the Emir Nasr 

Il b. Ahmad, bearing the name of the name of the Abbasid Caliph 

al-Muktadir, and two barbarised imitations of the last quoted type. 

From the chronological point of view both these groups — 

the Bohemian and Moravian on one hand and the group of Slo- 

vakia on the other — are remarkable for the fact that the first 

group covers a far greater time span, reaching up nearly to the 

end of the 10th century A. D., whilst the other group, namely the 

finds of Slovakia ends with the Islamic coinage put into circu 

lation about the middle of the tenth century. 
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The strictly territorial division of these two groups of finds, 

differing one of the other by their structure, is evident from the 

Map of finding-places {see p. 000). The finds — the numismatic 

material of which has been lost — are indicated by plain circles, 

whereas the finds where the coins have been preserved are 

marked by filled-in circles; the grave-finds are differentiated from 

the other find-group by a cross above the circle. 

The first group covering the territory of Bohemia and Mo- 

ravia presents the Islamic silver coins in finds which are due to 

hoarding of the currency which was in use in that time, that is 

coin-finds giving proof of the share, its former holder took in 

commerce relations. Both the finds in question (No. 3 and 4) are 

dated into the first quarter of the eleventh century, i.e. into the 

period which saw the end of the migration of Islamic silver coins 

into North-East Europe. The Islamic coinage i.e. dirham fragments 

which concurred with the denarii and jewelry fragments func- 

tioned as bartering silver whose value was assessed by its weight. 

The second group of finds is territorialised to Slovakia. The 

dirhams emerge only in the grave-finds where the coin several 

times pierced in every case, served as dress adornment of the 

defunct. 

We may therefore conclude this study on the structure of 

the finds of Islamic silver coins on the Czechoslovak territory, 

based on the analysis of the available numismatic material and 

amassed by the following statement: 

The structure of the finds of the Islamic silver coinage in the 

territory of Czechoslovakia is not homogenous. There exist two 

separate groups differing in territorial and chronological extent 

as well as in the social function of these silver coins, each of 

them being bound to a definite ethnical substratum. 

The finds in Bohemia and Moravia contain coins in fragments 

whose therm of postquem is given as the last years of the tenth 

century. Their occurrence falls within the last receding period of 

the penetration of Islamic silver coinage into North-East Europe. 

They coincide with the interarea commerce in which they form 

one of the substantial components of the currency and means of 

bartering used by the Slavonic peoples from the VIII—XI century. 

They infiltrated as such into our territory from the Baltic area via 
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    the Elbe — and Oder — Basins. Islamic coinage here fulfilled its 

economic function as an exchange medium. 

The find-group of Slovakia is of quite a different character. 

Finds linked with the Old Magyar burials, mostly in the equestrian 

graves, produce only whole coins which had however lost their 

economic function®’ and became a dress-ornament of the de- 

ceased. Likewise the means and ways in which these coins pene- 

trated into the territory of Slovakia were quite different from 

those of the first group and are linked with the stream crossing 

the territory of the Bulgars and Chazars in a south-west direction. 

The finds of Slovakia are related as far as their type is concerned 

with the other dirham-finds from the time of the Old Magyar 

Migration in the Middle of the Danube Basin.** It may therefore 

be concluded that the term postquem, based on the Islamic 

coinage is given as 950 A. D. 

Therefore in the territory of Czechoslovakia there exist two 

groups of finds comprising the Islamic silver dirhams of the so 

called Cufic type which differ from another not only by the ho- 

rizont of finds and ethnical substratum, but also by the social 

function of the coins in question. 
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1 See Nélezy minci v Cechdch, na Moravé a ve Slezsku 

(Finds of Coins in Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia}, Praha, 
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burg, IX, 1841. 

6 Besides the literature quoted above, see A. Gieysztor, 

Les structures €conomiques en pays Slaves a l’aube du 

Moyen age jusqu’ au XIe siécle et €change monétaire, 

in Moneta e scambi nell’alto medioevo, Spoletto, 1955, 

p. 455 ff; R. Kiersnowski, Pieniadz kruszcowy.w Polsce 
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bibliography by S. Suchodolski, Kritische Bibliographie 

liber das Polnische numismatische Schrifttum 1945—1960 
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Islamic coins in Western Europe see J. Duplessy, La cir- 
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culation des monnaies arabes en Europe Occidentate du 
Ville au XIlIle siécle, in RN, sér. 5, XVIII, 1956, p. 101— 
163. 

8 An essential question remains to be solved first, 

whether the dirhams and especially their regular frag- 

ments could have been accepted as nominals or as pre- 

cious metal according to their weight. This problem has 

already been dealt with by -E. Zambaur, 1. c. p. 369, 

further on by M. Gumowski, Sykopaliska monet polskich 

zw. X i XI, Krakéw 1905, p. 10; T. J. Arne, La Suéde et 

V’Orient, Uppsala 1914, p. 176—196; J. Zurka, Wcesnod- 

ziejowe systemy Odwazania na zemiach polskich w Swiet- 

le materialu wykopaliskowego i dokumentéw, in Wiado- 

mosci archeologiczne 1939, XV, p. 388; Z. Zakrzewski, 
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au Moyen Age. Congres International de Numismatique, 

Bruwelles 1910, p. 467, ff. For a detailed study of this 

phenomenon see’ T. Lewicki, 1. c. p. 326 ff and J. St&p- 

kovd, Uber das Wesen und die Funktion der Dirhamen- 

bruchstticke, in Charisteria Orientalia lIoanni Rypka, 

Praha CSAV 1956, p. 329 ff. 

8 For finds discovered in Poland see R. Kiersnowski, 

l. c., p. 84, for finds in Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia 

see Em. Nohejlova-Pratova 1. c. p. 000 above. 

10 G. Jacob, Der Nordisch-baltische Handel im Mittel- 

alter, Leipzig 1887, by the same author, Welche Handels- 

artikel bezogen die Araber des Mittelarters aus dem Nor- 

disch-baltischen Landern, Leipzig 1886; R. P. Blake, The 

circulation of silver in the Moslem East down the Mon- 

gol Epoch, HJAS, 1937, II, p. 292—296; T. Lewicki, Ze 
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slowiafiskich s krajami arabskimi v IX—XI w., BN, 2, 
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towarodw na rynkach wschodniej Europy IX—XI w., Kvart 

HKM, I, 1—2, 1953, p. 112—132; J. St&pkov4, Ibrahim b. 
JackGb a sménné prostfedky v Praze, CNM 1956, 1, p. 
23—24. 

4 In an abridged form read at the Polish-Czechoslovak 

Numismatic Conference in Opava, 4—7 June 1964. As 

for the Islamic silver coin-finds unearthed in Bohemia) 

and Moravia, see J. Stépkovd, Islamské stfibro z nalezu 

v Keléi na Moravé in NSb, 1957, p. 78—79. 

12 For the statistics, showing the numeric relations to 

other coins as components of the coin-finds in Bohemia, 

Moravia and Silesia, see Em. Nohejlova-Pratova, 1. c. 

p. 000 above. 

13 Nalezy minci II, No. 1437, p. 14; J. Stépkova, NSb IV, 
OSA EeGs 

14 J. L. Pié, Pamatky Archeologické XV, 1892, p. 726. 

15 Ndlezy minci, II, No. 1647, p. 53; J. Stépkova, NSb 
TIWArel9 Sema eee Oe “ae 
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16 A. Pecenka, Paméatky Archeologické XIV, 1889, 

p. 586. 

17 Nalezy minci, II, No. 1473, p. 21; J. Stépkové, 1. c. 

1D, W), 

18 Ed. Fiala, Ceské dendry, Praha 1895, p. 172. 
Lon peOtepKOvarelaxcem pao: 
20 Nalezy minci, I, No. 1330, p. 296; E. Pochitonov, 

N4dlez mince Sdsdénoveti v Uherském Brodé, Numisma- 

ticky Sbornik I, 1953, p. 109. 

21 Naélezy minci, II, No. 1652, p. 54. My thanks are due 

to Mr. V. Burian for his loan of numismatic material 

from the Olomouc-Museum. 

22 VY. Katz, Nalez minci a sekaného stribra ze zacatku 

11. stoleti u Kel€ée na Moravé (with a description of the 

dirham fragments by G. Augst), in Numismaticky Casopis 

C€eskoslovensky, XV, 1939, p. 7—19. 

25 R. Turek, Zlomkové stfibro z keléského ndlezu, NS 

VII, 1962, p. 83—118. 

24 J. Stépkova, 1. c. p. 000 above. 
2 At present in the Collection of the Museum in 

ValaSské Mezifici. 

26 J. Stépkovd, 1. c., No. 805. 
27 As above, Nos. 827 and 858. 

28 As above, Nos. 816 and 857. 

29 As above, No. 820; it is most probably al-Muttaki, 

while the dirhams of al-Mustakfi are extremely scarce. 

50 As above: Nos. 669, 696, 745, 785, 807, 854, 867 and 

876. 

a = As above, No. 874. 

As above, No. 805. 

As above, Nos. 647 and 827. 

As above, No. 772. 

As above, Nos. 654, 731 and 804. 

As above, Nos. 823, 864 and 875. 

As above, Nos. 640, 711, 747, 819, 853 and 854. 

As above, No. 669. 

As above, No. 846. 

As above, No. 720. 

I.e. Mansur I or Manstr II, as above, Nos. 381, 770 

and 806. 

42 T.e. Nasr II, as above, Nos. 419, 843 and 857. 

45 Nth as Ism or Kunya; as above, Nos. 500, 589, 626, 

027, 729 and 802. 

44 As above, No. 867. 

45 The newly described fragment No. 876, see page 

000 above. 

46 As above, Nos. 615, 745 and 830. 

47 As above, No. 874. 

48 As above, Nos. 785 and 817. 

49 As above, No. 750. 

50 As above, No. 767. 

St As above, No. 874. 
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52 As above, fragment No. 703. 

55 As above, fragments Nos. 647 and 827. 

54 As above, fragments Nos. 320, 490, 583, 613, 619, 

638, 704, 709, 760, 772 (abbasid dirham), 798, 808, 809, 
BZbDeG Ole OO DMG Omalnlcmeioe 

55 L. Huszadr, Das Mtiinzmaterial in den Funden der 

Volkerwanderungszeit im mittleren Donaubecken, in Acta 

Archaeologica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 5, 

1955, p. 85, find No. CVII quoted as Kisdobra. 

56 G. Dokus, Arpddkori sirleletek Zemplén Varmegyé- 

ben, in Archéologiai Ertesité, 1900, p. 58; J. Hampel, 
Alterthtimer des friiheren Mittelalters II, 1905, p. 639— 

640. 
57 See Huszar, 1. c. Plate XXVII—XXVIII, Nos. 296—304. 

All these coins were kept, at one time, in the Magyar 

Térteneti Museum, at present they cannot be traced. 

W) jj Islemimjyell, i, ©; Wt, jo, Beil. 
HY Ih, isiwevee, I, ©, N@, 286, wm. &9. 
Ci tu, Jstwezalir, IL © IN@, 298, . SH. 

61 As above, No. 297, p. 85. 

€2 As above, No. 299, p. 85; only a drawing has been 

preserved. 

65 As above, No. 300, p. 85; only a drawing has been 

preserved. 

€4 As above, No. 301, p. 85; only a drawing has been 

preserved. 

65 As above, No. 302, p. 85; only a drawing has been 

preserved. 

66 As above, No. 303, p. 85; only a drawing has been 
preserved. 

67 As above, No. 304, p. 85; only a drawing has been 

preserved. 

68 Huszar, l. c., find No. LVI, p. 76, quoted as Galgé6c. 

69 For the first time quoted in A E, 1868—9, p. 105. 

70 M. Szaoblez, A Bezdédi honfoglalaskori temet6, in 

AE, 1896, p. 400; and J. Hampel, Ornamentika, in AE, 
1904, p. 106. I should like to express my gratitude to 

Mr. A. Buchner Dr, for his kind help with the Hungarian 

papers. 

71 J. Karabacek, Archaeologisch-numismatischer Fund 

in Ungarn, WNZ II, 1870, p. 252. 

(2 tk, Isiwey@n, JL ©, Coin IN©, US8), j, Ve, Wiki. Xorcvwiuils 

This coin is kept in the Department of Archaeology of 

the Magyar Toérténeti Mizeum in Budapest. 

7% The regest of this find E. Kolnikové, Stpis minci 
ulozenych v AU SAV v Nitre, in Studijné zvesti AU SAV 

Nitra, 1956, p. 34. My thanks are due to Mrs E. Kolnikova 

for her great help in furnishing me numismatic mate- 

rial as well as photographs from Archaeological In- 

stitute in Nitra. 

74 This dirham, determined by J. Fiedler, was quoted 
for the first time in the paper by A. To¢ik - J. Drenko, 
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Vyskum v Prsi na Slovensku, in Archeologické rozhledy, 

II, 1950, 3—4, p. 159—174. 
75 The coin is kept in the Archaeological Institute in 

Nitra sub No. 1/55. 
MM) Ib, lehuGyaeue I, ©, iueel IN@. Clixodl joy, 28 Cwowec as 

Pusztaszilas. 

77 J. Hampel, Régiselek a honfoglalds korab6l, in AE 
1902) ps 308: 

78 J. Hampel, Ornamentika a honfoglaldsi kor em- 

lékein, in AE, 1904, p. 106. 
WM Ik, Islotsveiw, ik CG, Cob NO, Si jo, SE ike xOmigt 

This dirham was kept in the Collection of the Depart- 

ment of Archaeology of the Magyar Toérténeti Mizeum 

in Budapest. At present it cannot be traced. 

GIL, ltuisyaim, I © COlim INO, Bel, qo. SS) Mllaniey YOXVANUL, 

This dirham was kept in the same collection as No. 384 

{see note 79 above), but today it cannot be traced. 

81 —. Kolnikové, Prirastky minci v Archeologickom 

ustave SAV za roky 1957—1961, in Studijné zvesti AU 

SAV, Nitra, 1961, No. 6, p. 203—214, regest No. 33, p. 213. 

82 AU SAV-= The Archaeological Institute of the Slo- 
vak Academy of Sciences. 

85 Coin No. 9/58 is kept in the Collection of the 
AU SAV in Nitra. 

Ce eUszaiesl C= tlds NOn xia pee O/ee mentioned 

there as a find from Bodrogvécs. 

85 Published for the first time by J. Szendréi, A Bodrog- 

vécsi honfoglalaskorilelet, in AE, 1898, p. 13. 
86 This coin, mentioned by L. Huszar, 1. c. sub No. 32, 

was kept in the Collection of the Archaeological De- 

partment of the Magyar T6érténeti Museum in Budapest. 

At present it cannot be traced. 

Oiler UG Zeal eC etiLaesN Os eX6Va Ds OVE 

8 No particulars of this have been acquired. 

89 G. Dokus, Arpddkori sirleletek Zemplén Varmegyé- 

ben, in AE, 1900, p. 44. 

90 Find No. 3 - Praha: In the Collection of the National 

Museum - Prague. 

Find No. 4 - Kelé: In the Collection of the Museum 

in Olomouc, No. 1—875 and in the Collection of the 

Museum in ValaSské Mezifici No. 876. 

Find No. 6 - Hlohovec: In the Collection of the 

Archaeological Department of the Magyar Térténeti Mu- 

zeum in Budapest. 

Find No. 7 - Pr&ga 

Find No. 9 - TvrdoSovce: In the Collection of the 
AU SAV in Nitra. 

elem niGzclie lem On eOes 

92 L. Huszar, ]. c., see a map next to p. 110. 

© Naprstkovo museum Praha 1964 
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ABBASID SAMANIDS SAMANIDS FOLLOWING 

CALIPHS AND ABBASID ONLY THE SAMANID 
ONLY CALIPHS TYPES OF 

o ReMi co Gey Ss B+M Seam B+M | S 

Ai oeOS AL-MA’MUN 
280 4 : 

O5-Not) ar-mueraio 55 - 2 
892-902 AD ae 

(SMASIL 8. AHMAD 
290 + 892-907 AD 

: AL-MUKTAFI 55-345 
902-908 AD A ase |e ser | ee gee at Ua Me pn fl Si ote cl cies ai Rta NN ee ee | eae or 

44-858 N85 -6 a4-654 AHMAD B. ISMASIL 
300 4 4-827 6S-% |a4-7314 907-913 AD epee tee Ue eine! Pel Aetreesl e  s e ESee ee Fee ee es 

66-1 [a 4-923 310-04 
AL-MUKTADIR 67-4 |a4- 835 

340 4 908-932 AD 511No1 
$9-1 

NASRIL -B.AHMAD 
913 -942AD ° 

ee xin ca eat Sarasin tase j AL-KAHIR 932-934 

I AR-RADI A4-816 a4 -857 
! 934 -940AD A4-864 

330 F 1s AL- MUTTAKT. se | | Ea Eee | aia fs | age e ees alana 
4 = a 40 ~944 AD bp =849) 4 <640 

(een "AL-MUSTAKFT | a4-696 A4 -854 a eeeaia NUH I.-B.NASR 
SG ee re < Jhk= 94 6AP A4-807 M4-F4F A 4 855 942-954 AD 

66425 as 4-854 
1 N A4-876 1 ee eels eee Ge |e Se A ee ee eke alia 

ee ee i eet ‘ABD AL-MALIK 954-961 
350 +3 , 2 ba AL-MUTIS  —- F} ---4----|----+-—-- SS Sp ee a ee aaa 

q oo > es 946-974 AD AA B46 : \ ee 
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eS \ 
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370 F = z 
(ie eee eee) AT~TAK 

974-994 AD ‘ : 
NUH I. 8, MANSUR 
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